
DRaaS Deployment Service

iland Disaster-Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS) onboarding services provide an expert approach to handle your DRaaS setup 

which is the most difficult part of the solution. Industry-leading technologies and best practices are applied by the experts 

who know them best – ensuring your smooth transition to Disaster Recovery. iland’s services team will engage with you 

to assist with setup for your DRaaS then transfer future management to you. Our goal is to provide the right amount of 

guidance to ensure the maximum amount of value from the DRaaS solution.

Working with an experienced partner like iland can reduce risk, ensure the job is done right the first time with reduced 

errors and increased efficiency. You most likely have competent and highly capable IT staff, but it’s unlikely you have 

experienced BC/DR teams or the extra resource time that is needed to set up your DRaaS solution. iland will provide what 

is needed from start to finish with:

World-class experience Award-winning tools Proven Methodology

Why do it yourself when you can have experts do it for you?

Let our experts help set up your
DRaaS solution.

Why iland DRaaS Deployment Service?
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Protect business. Power innovation.

Guide

Expert guidance and direction on 

the right architecture & integration 

options

Integrate

Strong technical foundation 

through detailed design guidance & 

operational planning

Validate

Process and testing procedures to 

ensure optimal accuracy in service 

delivery and SLAs

When you choose iland for your DRaaS Deployment Service, you’re getting a dedicated team with that unique 

combination of consulting and operational expertise for a smooth-running project. Our experienced consultants are 

involved alongside you at every step for a faster setup and production, and our services are designed to enable you to 

focus on projects and users, not the onboarding details.

Once you’ve selected a DRaaS solution, you’re understandably eager to get it up and running. While much of the 

technology is intuitive, having an expert from iland cloud services supporting you in the installation, configuration and 

deployment process is invaluable to gaining confidence in your secure DRaaS solution. In the end, confidence is what is 

required when a failover needs to be triggered.

Task Self-Service Deployment Service

Kick off call

Network Design Workshop

Replication Design Workshop

Onboard Provisioning Form Workshop

Replicated Application Workshop

Provision iland cloud tenant specific to replication design

Provision iland secure cloud console

Guidance on network pairing to iland cloud

Assistance with local infrastructure replication software

Creation of replication jobs

Monitor initial replication seeds and synchronization

Recovery Planning Workshop

Failover Testing - customer managed

Failover Testing - iland managed

Recovery Service Guide Documentation


